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1. PAnned Inveatigatiops

Aocording to the contract the following studies on

clustering of galaxies have been planned:

1. The existau, aoid avolution of superclusters should be proved.

Therefore statistical methods must be applied to the existing

catalogue of clusters. The theoretical foundation has been de-

veloped by Dr, Just. His results are given in the appendix of this

report.

2. The richness-distribution of cluolers of galaxies should be

the subject of the second part of the investigations. Especially

the influence of systematic and random errors on the richness-

distribution should be studied,

II. Results

In the following we give the rr~sults and the state of the

investigations ap to 31 August 1962.

1. Spatial Distribution of Clusters

aEMpirical_q~uai-correlation according_to ABBLL's oatalogu2e

After the theoretical foundation of the method of deriving

qvasi-coA.relations it was our aim io geT nuxerical values for

these quasi-correlations, It was clear that the nirerical

lylvestiLjattors couid only 'be oi c gLlcy..

Therefore the needed datas (ABELL-number, magnitude, place and

richnet"' of the clusters has been transfered from ABELL's

ublication on InN- cards and on paper tapes, For the electronic

comptibe qTEIJ.ENS 8 2002 a program has been prepared, which

allows os to dprive the empirical qvsei-correlations from the

catalogue. ln its last form this program needs about 9 hours

for one set of the parameters, Because of the low use of in- and

output units it is qualified for wor;,cng at night. The program
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was in action at the S 2002 - computers in Berlin and

Heidelberg. But -.;p to day no certain interpretation of the

result can be ,-ivon. These results, however, are at Dr. JUST's

disposal for his continued studies on the same topic in the

United States.

b, -uLJ a Tliaoretiojal juai-correlat-iu_ ciýoodina to NiEi,'Jt1 s
statistics und conp~rison of the e~npirical and theoretical

values in order to derive the tenpsoral evolution of the
superclusters,.

To solve the problems of existence and evolution of super-

clusters, it is necessary to compare the empirical and tVeoreti-

cal results f, r the quasi-correlations. This was the task of a

second program. It was constructed in such a manner, that it coul,

use the results of the first progrma (item I&) directly. "he

second program exists in a proved and workable form. But because

it depends on the results of the first problem, which do not

exist in an adequate size, we were not able to get practical

results with the second program, Therefore no solution of the

problems of the existence anJ evolution of super-olugtors could

be given,

2, Richness D)istribution of Clusters

a, Miodification of ABILL's catalo__e according to supposed_

mysetemt~ic err'orBe

ABELL'e catelogue was examined in detail accou.diig to effeot

of systematic errors, The reual•b cf thi investigation has been

condensed in our Technical Note Noel (KoJust und I.ion;Rscark

on the validity of a test for evolution"). The treatvent of the

problem has been continued at the S 2002, The result was a progra

which ;Alaces it possible to modify ABT'LT,' oatalo-,ue i- ,. a,a'1'er



general kind and to puneh It in that form on paper tapes for

subsequent use within the proarams of euperoluster wesearo.h

!Pp~ljatlo~n Of amore involved statistics.
* ~ ~ -00 --.0S

Por the derivation of the rithness-distribution of clusters of

galaxies and for the application of statistical methods on that

problem we have prepared some programs for the 8 2002. But their

enforcement has been deferred because of a suggested deficiency of

the underlying mathematics and because of their high computing tines

3. Inveetimtions on Related Tobies

Beside the research on superolute8rs and on the richness

distribution we have started and partly finished some other

investigations about clusters of galaxies:

a. Reeearoh on cluster inodells in-oosmology.

The investiCation of this problem has led to the following

publication: KoJust and KKraus: "Spherically Syrmietrio Yodels

in Relativistic and Newtonian Cosmology", This paper has been

published with the additional note "Supported by the U S Air Poroe

Office of Soiontifio r.aroh" and has been already submitted to this

office.
b. Density distribution in clusters of gelaxi.e

- - -- --- - -- -- ---- -

The problem of computing the density distribution in clusters

has been discussed in the preprint: K. Just and R. Wielen:

"On Flattened Clusters of Galaxies"j A program has been completed,

which nakes it possible to derive the spatial distribution from the

observed projected density. The results w,:re.not of the suggested

quality beouse the fur':n-tental observations (Catalogue of 1I3TA7-

and •:irtanen) show counting rerions of a t7o rx-it! ,l&- "or
this problem.
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IIIM Diffioulties

1. Teohnical Difficulties.

All investigations could be done only by. using big electr.:-

nio computers, In the beginning we had hoped to get sufficient

access to the SIEMENS 2002 in Berlin. But this aim was not

attained, although we have made all possible exertions. At the

S 2002 we disposed of three hours weekly, on the average, for

.the research on clustering of galaxies. This time was much too

short for our purpose0 Therefore in most cases we could only

prove but not performe the program at the machine. Ue have tried

to carry out our computation at machines of the same typ at other

comput..'%,- centers (Heidelberg, TbMingen), but those actions were

of nearly no success0

2o Personal difficulties0

The most important reason for the lack of.a conclusion of the

regearch is the .fact that Pr. Just as the principal inveetigator

has left Berlin in July 1961. lie became assistant professor at the

University of Arizona. Thus a planned division for physics of

'4tnllar cy~te:• could not be etablished in our institute,

Two of the three participating investigators left Berlin too,

Therefore it is impossible for our institute to continue the research

on clustering of galaxies,

IV. Continuation of the Investipations

Dr,, Just continu3s thde i.vestigations on clustering of

galaxies in the United States, For that purpose he can dispose of

all results9 which havo been derived during the research on-the same

topics in 'merlin.
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RESEACOH ON OLUq'VRING 07- GALAXIES

ixisteno*, structure sad evolution of superolusters of 5s1s5to*
have been investigated ty using ABEL's catalogue of rich clusters
of galaxies, The effect of systematical error in this catalogue

has also been studied. Beoaus4 of technical and personal difficulties
the greater part of the planned investigations could not been carried
out. HoweverA the studies are continued by Dr. Just at the University

of Arizona.

1. Introduction and Outlo."

Those parts of the elaborate theory of NhrAl, SCOTT, and SHANE,

which are !..ost. i•portant for our purpose, were summarised best in

their paper "Statistics of Images of Galaxies ........... " (1956.)t tc

which we shall'refer by ( 3 ) o Originally that theory (NEMhA,

SCOTT 1952) was intended to derive fron counts of single galaxies

their tendency to concentrate in clusters. In this manner one could

':vT.r. investi-ate those srall clusters of galaxies, whioh are not

disoernable individually. For the observer they only form a rather

fluctuating background, called the "general field"; but even this

was found in accordance with the assunption, that any galaxy belongs

to a cluster.

Although their general theory allows to treat the counting

of galaxies in arbitrary areas of the sky, NIY.AJ and SCOTT

(1952, 1959) have applied it only to counts ina not of aguaree

(SHAlE, '.'IRTANEi 1954), since no others are available. But -..hen

trying to evaluate simultaneously the counts in -1x 4

and 40'w 40' square*, they found a discrepancy ( S, Pigurs 3 )

which seems to require the assumption that the clusters themselves

are clustered ( 8, Figure. 5, 6 ),
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The existence of u IzJ3us.eaa suggested in this way was

further eonfirmed by ABZaX (1958), whose catalog contains the

positions of all rioh ojjuter of galaxies, which are clearly

disoernable individually. Discussing them under the hypothesis

that their random distribution is a homogeneous one, he oould

reject that hypothesis with an overwhelming reliability (ABELL 1958),

(fable 12), Then he repeated his test with counting areas of various

size and separately for early and late clusters, in order to

estimate the apparent este of those aggregates. The result was

(ABELL 1958, Tables 13 to 15 ), that the angular diameter

characterizing the phenomenon of superolustering is inversely

proportional to the redehift

Thus the absolute sizes of the super-clusters would be the

same at all epoohs, showing a characteristic length of about

4 910 Tparsec. This also follows froe the "index of olumpiness"

as defined for galaxies by ZWICKY (1953) or by NEYMAN, BOTT9, SHA NF

(1954), and calculated by ABELL (1958, Tables 17,18 ) for the

clusters of his catalog, It rejects completely the opinion of

ZWIOKY (1959), that the observed tendency of superoluetering is

nothing but an effect of intergalactio .besourajioa, although

nobody denies that such an obsouration might also have some

influenoe.

Sinoe, however, the single alustsr.- elow a toaioral evolution

(J•UST 1959), one might ouspect that also their ag,:regates are not

in a oompletely steady state. But the mentioned .methods of klW"IJ1

will nct to outble to sst"'t. rnorc t.h.4.t the oo•££1iio.rt C of

the expansion

(1)

where 6 shall be the charaoteritio~ length of euperolustering



and T the distance from us, measured by the time of light

truvel. If one may get further at all, the best method known

will be that of serial auasi-oorrelations developed by N1rYNAN

and SCOTT (1952); therefore we shall modify this method for

our purpose.

Of course one can never estimate in (1) the coefficient J ,

since a sufficiently complete survey of indidually disoernable

clusters will be rather limited in depth of space. But already

Ir would answer the important question, to what extent the

superolueters are parti",!P•t!mg in the cosmic ex~ans!.a'. If

their average siz6 vould ba constant with respect to our local

(atomic) measures, we shall have • -r while its constancy

with respect to the expanding universe would mean - • 0,

This statement, which holds under rather -neral assumptions of

cosmology, will be proved in another paper, where also the

actual estinate of fro- AB'-LL's catalog will be •ivon0
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2ý fwdaamental Assumption

In analogy to those of NEYWAS, SCOTT, and SWA1E (S) our

1Cuic Aenmptions, ýihll1 bet

I 1o ach cliuter beionpgs to a super-cluster. which however shall

f d,. by t.,ie ulbobeervable total nunbher of

its rt-eikere but by its "richness" N ,defined as the number

of thospe -Iiitern which themselves have a richness f ( SID

(Appenoix ij)

Ž-, The riehnees 1 of a super-cluster is a rnfndom variable

having the tine-dependent frequency distribution

,.i- ..7 yf(N Y 1. '(2)

which is obtainable from a probability generating function

(by • j we denote an exp otation value)ý

3-, Given the center of a super-cluster by its celestial

coordinates?' and the epoch . --* "L. " "

of. light-Amission, the probability density. of its members

at IS -•- shall be

where the "angular distance" • is a certain combination

!-he four celestial coordinates (Appendix 2):

The parameter f. shall arbitrarily depend on the epoch t :

6; -.. •'•-)• .I , 4.with,(•
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where to isnotes our epoch, and O the reciprocal HML3

paraneteor

IL Or 40 0 'Years, (7)

4. The random distribution of the super-olusters in space shall

be strictly homogeneous, such that we neglect the possibility

of third order clustering (Appendix 3)°

5o Thanks to our convention to consider as members of a super-

cluster only the clusters with ri aess • SO

(Appendix 1), we may assume that in the regions selected by

ABELL (1958, § II b) nearly al those objects are really

observed. This yields 0 a4 for the probability of "visibility"

instead of the expression (15) of (S). Therefore we may replace

the formulae (23,24) of that paper by
a

for 4 z but PS W o

if we also agree to consider only disjoint regions w,

Ok of observation. Since F is already a "projected" density

(Appendix 2), z., and -. are no sp tial regions, but areas

on the celestial sphere.

6, The joint probability (*4)a I 'o 1 W a)

to observe exactly v clusters in the area . w • and V.

in t shall follow from a generating function

which is given by (22) of (8):

C%1%V&""a*P1a Cosd(10)
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Of' course the twvo functions GL C Qa (/C
needed to specify the ~ otg~gmti nodol ca-nnot be dotermin~ed

fioum the~ observations in detail. I",. oan only hope to, est~imate

7ery ±~ 1v -arataacyerei (autaauv11 on..y two) 02, a

plausiolY.. aisowfm Kot,( A -,ioule~ ba Jliffic~ult to f'ind such

ru~ ~u~t oi.£~r ~)..b'.~i~r$&wrt4 t cheil only necd the

-ida] r~o these rmn.Ir irl ' ~ ~ 'Paire

For {~d = (%9,/cr) w.e r~ay aseiume with IDYMAK and

SOOTT (Appe--idix 2):

{ C~) zCQ~(13)

or perhaps -Gake ac oordi:.:ir to !2.'DBN (190~7) -the sguilbriti

cotifigaratbion of a ,gravi';ating gas sphgre with a polytropic0

77! . between these exrei ar- so smirila

(Jis~ .I;.~i 96)~that we may chax- Ft particular m-nc

* by 4shiW for matheiaiatlc!ý ty T is 1 ~ads to tLe

only taý ."e f. 11 ý'e~ :rBi.'IXs

eqjuation hts ar ax j~ &Lio, nwihjel.3

the -project'3d density (AppendIx 2):

n~.,+4k)- (14)

-eleý3tla% r-phorao, bL',t rv'~.iyonly *tý-e rý:;i-otis W .)

IMUnc 'heir 1iirteoaialt ~ ,.~~t ~Ill con-tiribuý,e, From' (8)

.and (4) vii-ti (1:3) ox- (1410 we :11,~ j til To ' it



A moves far from toA ., -'ile (10) with the first

line of (12) yields:

•4 e• (41)m0 for p•,,p-1 .iO. ',!)

In ? the integral (1.0) shall extend, over those epoolhis,

which are included in the sky survey considered. Mtore correct-

ly this ought to hold for .that integration (Appendix 2), which

led to the projocted denicity (4), because we had to sum over

the observable members of the super-clusters, while the integral

(10) O;fr t?±•-r 9vnt"Žs o'&uld inci: ala •I• ýochhs t-, e

dependence of (4) and therefo, e(8) on T !7:ill be weak, dard

itself cannot be measured without much uncertainty. Hence both

procedure are practically equivalent, while that adopted here

is easier than the rigorous one,



-0 ejaM Ike UWieew s read$ (10) mil 11 WI

Vatiom am Ib to stigteo 40 VMWW twe we

folu (26•,27 2, ) of (8).-S.M we ha0 *A
to our use of disjoint regions w4 t we. Mr write In our

notation$

V £ - i*,~R~v~I) q const (1)

rsud

with

who"e q is tr.L o.jtal~~ f ~t~o~tr To

*1inirnate fromr Wed oxprevaioum the bardly determainable

paramueterse ,AL / arid we define an, in (29) of (B)

the thoglij "quasi-ooz'relation":

An saviloa ocuutarp~c.t of this m4~ be e*a~oulated as

follows$

1. 'is select a sequenoe of K A> 1 A21atL.- 2LU" r Bao

the como~n shape of which is A3'biticx7, and which

are distrilouted -iybow (systenzatioailly or at randon) over

th. field of the WW survey.

2. Denoting by J~the oourioc arezu of t~LCI rojions AX~

that of tho wbrle aveytby S& 9 and Its tutl 7r:of.

clusters by C , we' got so empir'iod2 oc-zzt-r~,=t of tho
_ value dft2-9& In (16)1

elnJz~~e:ro ••Jsoz ueon soba'd, d~em4l



Aw-1, V =wCIA ,(20)

the last being the average number of clusters in a unit of

solid aneale.

3. Denoting by V the number of clusters observed in the

region JL, , we calculate as empirical counterpart of %',

v ( - (21)

4. Around each J' we select a sequence of L congruent

regions 4 * such that each of the h.L pairs cfX)l

is cono-ruent to every other of them.

5. Denoting by ro the common area of the regions Wo .

.79 dfine in analogy to (20):

(22)

6. If /. is the number of clusters observed in the region

Sthe emperical counterpart of • is

7ý :;ith (20) to (23) we get as counterpart of (19) the

* i J quasi-correlation

E sl,( s -- )-" c(24)
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5, Oounts in oiroila' Regions

If the 0o=4s asap. of the regioms Al isd 4 $1a .

we 01A relate to eaoh of the nl Wa n e4291

because no other figure. Ei, A with the None A,
would be oongruent to the pair Ax U4, .if A,€ is a

region allowing C different congruent mappings onto itself,

we have up to C congruent pairs C, ) C01, (Figure 1).

The speolal ease of aUaron arranged in a -re togul&

not (without gaps) is the only one used up to now; a very

uiula' ar nmgmezt would be a not of a0 2hese net

have the weloam property, that eah oentroal counting roegon

At am also serkre as a &kg related to swersl o*ther

4t '. Bu!t on a JIM part of the sphere, such a 'net', witho•ut

too much distortion, does not exisite

Therefore we cannot use for our purpose any "net" at all;

but this gives us the freedom to obooee as a central region

the simplest posaible, namely tiat inside a 3rjI Then

any conplete sequence of possible CO fills the .hols 2o0"

betv"en two circlea; and thcý sinploit xar&ar•onnt of toae

actually used is that-, which oover4 a zone exaotly once (Pigure 2

S1 tho internal borders)*o

Finally renoving the internal tolers we g•et the same

piolture as i: we wjuld have conidered the cicular roEl.ons

from the beginring. Thus our derivation appears as a detourp

but we have Given it in order to sh(wo

1. why we shall praotioally use the iones not with the same

area as Us.e oentral regions, but vith noerly t1e same extent

in ralial dir~otion (PIMSr 2),
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2. that the ooimting in ofrouls' regioan is quite ratural

and not too different from that in a net of squar'es.

But now we may consider the y9e zone surrounding

each oentral region A. as a single region

Coi-MCO(Jigare s the internal

boundaries). Th.en (23) simplifies to

s• -K" • {.•-•)• •),(25)

where the actual number AL. of clusters and its expeotation

value A• belong to the zone 19 S 1 < ea

around the X-th central region ( < 6. With (21)

EMd (25) thoý or.pirical quaei-corvelrti-L.t (24) finally reades

E= (26)



6. The Dependence on Parameters

Of course the quasi-oorrelution. (26) and its theoretical

counterpart (19) depend on the angula4r distances g 0 9

between the three bordering circles and their common center

(Pijure 2)., These are the intrinsic parameters defining our

pairs of circular counting regions o They are constant within

the sums of (26), which range over all points on the sky

chosen as centers of those congruent figures. Thus the result

E will ,' oro,, an also on toe depth of the sky

• delined by the limiting values 'wn and w of

ABELL's neasure Yn of distznce (Appendix 4):

M ((27)

Of ccurse E will also depend on the chosen centers of the

counting re'ions; but we hope, that this dependence will be

unimporta*ntq if they are distributed with constant denLuity

(see § 8,1o) and their num-,or K exceeds a reasonable value.

The theoretical expression (19) to be compared with (27)

must of course be calculated with the sane parameters 00,01,6a.,

and the tenporal lir'it 1; 1, oorrespondin'T 0 m. :

Here 'Y(n)must be the .irverse of the following function

(Appendix 4):

Crtt) U5e +cT + --V+ c- ýb (29)

.Put T will also be a funot= onal of tho I£u:Iotion (=P(C),

which was introduced in 5 ) to measure the apparent Big* of
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an averaSe super-cluster at the epoch T, i f we use for w

the first appzouimation in the sense of (1)t

then the dependonase of T on :thl8 is oxpressed by its

constnnts c Anid-r thuo we have finally:

It must be emphasised thatt Vile CiLtane a from the

center of a cennting rion ha. nothing to do with the

distance a from the center Ci of the super-oluster:

Empirically the Cj are completely unknow wtile the

are arbitraryo In the theory a single 1' will be made the

pole of the coordinate sybtm, while we must averme C over

the whole sphere.

7. The Numerical Problems

Takin•g as the pole )" - of the coordinate system

the center e = 0 of one pair of circular regions (Pigure 2),

we have these given by

*~ O~~'< (3 and (2

The Integration (8) with (4):

must now run over the first of the resio.is (32) - a polar cap -

in order to yield p4 a ntud over t,%, seoond one - a msrroumding

latitude zone - to cive ,
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At (8) we have excluded the possibility of ovez'lapping

regions of counting, so we mumt require

0< so at e <$ 6 (34)

But mathematically the two intograle p. and a will

follow by

from the sme functions

cone .,aJd.rn dof ), (36)

where we have according to (5):

- I es~isanecoC~aV .(37)

Conparing (35) with (33) we recognize that the dependence

on cA and ca is now expressed by e ol 4 while A. has

disaylýcred, .zA. Z; is contained in Or The two oases of

(18), whioh are needed in (19), nay therefore be written

R(p•a - e.e, l€.)v,,,

with the " nt (.)o era)dVl
with the ntno~ra2.

ale)- -4o,,t/fc,)

X f(0, 1B30)ff(a ~)m(J,

Finally inzaerting the limits in tine and the assunption

(30) for the appa-rent size of & super-olueter, we ,et

from (19) with (38),

T Rt(0681GTL (41)
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with the num~erator triven by

and the denjomina~tor folloN;ing by an' easy subatitution,

The result (40) actually depends on the parameters

indicated in (31), among which the five t~and must

be 'the same'as in the .er'ipirioal result (26) to (28). On'the

othjer hand -the two unknows and -'must be the sanes

for all values of ah ( and T~ Thus Yie shall estimate

them in a following paper by looking for the best fit of (40)

to (27) with nany different choices of the independent para-

meters Oz~~,Q ~~

Tlnfortunatelyq in (36) with (37), only the integrationý

~ c~ -~performed explicitly. Viith (13) it yields

by a well known definition of the BT,;!9F.L functions:

0 (42)

with (14) we reoeive:

*where we have used in both cases the abbreviations:

Ea~d(4 4)
W ir

With
4 (45)
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so 8 31m a '

In upete of the similarity shown in § 5 we have

the following diversities between our arrangement and that

based on a net of squares:

1,5 Sinea systematic distribution of more than 24 points

on a sphere canmot be homoxeneous, we rather prefer to

distribute the centers of our circular regions at randon,

but with a constant probability density0

2, Since the regions, from which the numbers -0 and 1

are counted; have arbitrary and Idependent areas, the

quasi-oorrelations (19) and (26) can have any order of

magnitude, while those from pairs of the same area are

smaller than one.

3,. Besides the new freedom to choose the centers of our

counting regions, the influence of which we hope to get

small enough, we have the welcome possibility to va=7 the

three parameters 0., 6e, i independently. With a net of

squares one could only vary the distance of the two correspondi

fields (B, Figures 1 and 2), perhaps also their area

(S, Figure 3); therefore the method was called that of

"serial" quasi-correlationso

Another difference between our method for Dueral-uste~ r

and that for olustere is due to -the observations available

here and there; and two further diversities are following

from these M1 from our arrangement of countes

4. The parameter g" to be estimated here besides

c 'vo.5e') coneerns the if of V-aet)

In tUM the second par"ameor mM-e thes. (8, TabLe 1)



detertinede he "visibilityt" of the obaeots. But this,

conoept in not neoessmry here (§ 2,5), while our-hope to

estimate g by means of the additional freedoa in the

teorporal 1tiits T. and E in due*to th,: faot that the

ohoorv'atiQwile utv:mf~l re (ARITJ, 1958~) are olaot;iiied in

depth G3va,

5. A counting in so many re.ions of cir4ular chr4pe, many of which

will even overlcp, va.&rot be achieved without a compui ing

machine, aid only from a catalog of positions, Por the bia

clustert this foetutiatýly dGae "L• (ABii. 1956 ), v.,hile for

sufficiently many gralaxies we only know a catalog of counts

in squares (SHANE, .TIRTANYJN 1954).

6. With only few independent parameters the comparison of theory.

and observavion could proceed graphically (S, Figure 1 to 3);

thanks -to the many parame.ters t- b" y•ariz' ... a.
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AMSWL, •RS The. riohnes of olqsters

The riobirtess Y1 of a cluster was defined by ABRLM (1958.

§ IIf 3) an that number of its galaxies, th.e. g

& d of which exceed that of the third brightest

galaxy by less than two. Denoting by --. the apparent magnitude

of the V-th brightest member of a cluster, we have thus

rri y -5 +4 2 A (1)

In order to nake the result rather independent of the area

of counting, ABELL also applies a "field subtraction"o.

Tlhorefore V is defined more exactly by

- A - with M + Z A (2)

wh~z- v'• nr•zs the galaxies within a certain circle

around the ce-:ter of the cluster, and •" those in a

distant field cf the carme aroa.

The vi defined in this way depends on the initial

steepness of the luminosity function-in a cluster. As far as it

can be determined at all, it is thus a good meaaure for its total.,

content, In contrast to the number of all viaible galaxies, which
is preferred by Zwioky (1960), it is namely inA o of the

distance from us, and of the various conditions of the exposure,

In. our present context it is only important, that A3ELL feels

sure to have aatalo:ued (in certain fields of the sky and between

certain limits of the distance from us) amtM the clusters

with richness Y%. a 5o

If this is correct, also our investigation of super--oluaters

will be free from an observational biaa,'sinoe we are basing

it only on that "homogeneous ample" of olusters (AMW', 1958,i § i! a).
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•2M Tz . The projected density

Although the observable &ppear-ance of the'super-olusters"

is that of irregular ,cloud rather than organised structures

(ZW'IcxY 1959), we shall for our present purpose consider then
as apherloally synnetrig,ý This assunption is-somewhat justified

by the fact that also a model with spherically symmetric clusters

of galaxies (SCOTT, SHANE, SVANSON 1954) yields such a cloudy
S~appearance, from which only the very largest clusters are

discernable individually,

Thus the bad iLamediate appearance of the super-cluster:.

is no argument against a well defined organisation, although

this hypothesis ought to be tested in as many ways as possible.

But if organized at all, the super-clusters might still deviate

from spherical symmetry, like the clusters themselves do

(JUST, WIRLEN 1961). Hence also this symmetry is an additional

hypothesis, but without it the statistical theory of NEYMAJ

and SCOTT would be too complicated*

Thus we assume that the normalized spatial distribirtion

of the clusters forming a super-cluster depends only on their

distance from its center:

i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ih co') •o" ' C/) " - _;,Sf A (O)

Here PI-) is a function like

Fv) e + ,

tho firet being -that used by NKYiAN and 3COTT, the stound

the only elementary function among those found by BKDUM (1907)

Zor th'" .(1uilibrium .. c.ity of' u nolf-gravitatinmv ,"' sphere

-with a polytropio equation of state (JU3T, 1Va.UZN 1961).



At first aldew 4gs the epsam ai a M wvstm ot

ooasdm epae,oo we hav to Oaloulate from AM3) to *0

,lammt,:Z ?'e,) an umian.l

Sf (V with A (5)

Her* X Is a distance measured along the line of sight,

1% its smallest distance from the center of the superoluster.

\i.th A() to A(5) an easy calculation yields

where f(•) is given by (13) or (14). Now denoting• by ( the

distance between the observer and the center of the super-.

oluster, by W its apparent radius, we have

henoe A (7)

Here 3 is the angle between the lines of sight to the

ce•ter and to a particular member of the super-cluster.

If in any system of celostial, coordinates these have the

latitudes b B and the longitudes 4 • A. we have exactly

-o m+ipsinf! +n osj cesb coa(% -A) )A (8)

which reduces to (5) for a small

Now to account for the ourvat-ao "d om1o of

cosmic space, we may still negleot the first vwithin each

super-oluster, and the second during that tine, in which the

light, travals tkra it. Therefore our derivat.!cn up to A(6)

remain valid, if we interpret o , It: ( as those

Ocordinatos, which are equal to the cozrrsponding BUKLIDea
dit.t+noes ef to.
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The r'emaining Influence of expansi on anti ourature Is

that on our jiotano3 12 fror4 the super-olitw-ter. This will

be observee. exactly by R•ivin• to Y t)e oorreot one among

the many different definitions of spatial distaries in

cosiology (distance by apparent size), The dependence of

this and of o on time shall be disoussed in a

folloving papor, Here we are content with the result, that

by A(6) to A(8) the assertions (4,5) and (13014). are

Sustified with : .-nd 4 having tle well defined moauing

of an ungular'distaiue on the sky and -the apparent radius

of a super-cluster,



SIThe hierarohy• of oltsteri..

Oompiuim the averae oAnztna d of vurious

celestial objects and their mean gJAumeg D from sanother

'we get very roughly our 1eble I Then uomparing the los-

ritbms of the ratio J)d and of d itself, we get

the Figure 3s where the two lines arO drawn under the

assumption, that the ratios D/d from Table 1 (drawn.

as circles) are wrong by the factor 0, 4 or 40

bje ts b d

Larger Pl•iets 540-

Planetary Systems 6. 40'

Globular Clusters .•O, 40,

Large Galaxies 4 2 " o

Rich Clusters ' ,44

8uper-Olusters Z- ,10

abl••Is The diameters d. and the mutual distances D

of some objects, correct up to factors between

OýZ and S , and given in the unit

4 yo&r s @18o



1-.4,.

Such -an unoerosinty moit srely I* admitted slow

not 6mly th Intriuslo vAriations IA4 us oWMImtioa.

reoW wes vero largo, "but alsa tho U • o, at

"&U*V&2 dIametr' iud & 'mean 41004,60 If rathe *rbitXr.X

But even then our Pigure 3 shows the clear tendeno, of. the

ratio P/a to become, smaler for larger -systms. If this.

tendenoy goes on, the possible clusters of super-olustere

will q considerably.

Already the super-olusters axe so badly disoerable

individually,. that their moe ezistenoe i• still now denied by

Mworr (1960). By statisetibal methods, howvero, their

existence oo1ftd, "establiahed beyond sny doubtt, ospsWbfl"ly.

by the proof (AJB•LL 1958, § III. e ) that their

are roughly the same at all distances from us. Of oourse this.

might also be possible for the clusters Of super-cluste,,

if sufficiently many observations would be available.. But

one may doubt, whether these observations oan ever be made.

The-present data about the 1 disoernable

clusters of galaxies (AB.B•L 1958) might surely be Improved

in detail, but their extent in depth of space is nearly all,

what can be aohieved with existing instruments. For a

prelimuinary study of the super-olueters they a re just

sufficient under low pretension; but 'the.third ore. o"lustr,,

am. at least+ tn times as large in their linear dimensions,

hen. thi•eywould require a mush dee•r su"eSy

the sotual situation is still worzse, beoause with very

few oxoeption.s tho super-6lusters Oamnot be reaognised

individually. Lherefore their. -tendeney to for thid order

clusters oannot be linvstigated by the efthod appllaable to



theselves. nUted one oeght to look for d1for OsML4.-

between the observations and the statistioal moel vo -hee"f

whioh might then be overcome by dropping our assumptite of

a uniform distribution of the super.-olusters.

Suoh a method would correspond to an attmopt of

investigating the suiet-olustere not by a oatalog of *luster•,

but from counts of &Ulaeo+ Although prepared theoreotoally

by N}YMAJ and $OOTT (S, § 11), it was not yet performed.

Besides its mathematical complexity and the difficulty to

evaluate the counts from very large fields of the sky, it has

more parameters to be estimated than our method.

Therefore an eio study of third order clusters will

be impossible at least for the next decades, although their

existence may well be expected theoretically (se, also, ULA 1954,

) Besides this our discussion shows that the

cosmologically important h in very large parts of the

universe is compatible with an i of clusters up to any

order, It only requires that the observed deserease of the ratio

id / riir•o 31) Pooc on from stop to step, such ta.-t the

clusters of higher order wIll praotica•lly o oompletely.

Such an hierarchy must be well distinguished from a properly

"hierarchic model of the univvrse" like that proposed by KLEIN

(1956). This would of oourse break the trend of our Pigure 3;

but it can never be rejected by the observations, if one always

assumea that the *gap" between "our" part of the universe and

the others be.ins b the roion alreudy ovorloo!;od by

any meOans
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Atom" Ar e ftie o l l* bt tmlv

In any ease the relation betwee the Via1n

A N an.d the apparent usaitude rn of

some objects vdth a uiniform intrinsic luminoeity can be

written

+A (9)+

where all further terms may be neglected in the case

< oa concerned here, For mn being the 2ho2ored

maecitude of the tenth bri test gaxl in a cluster,

AILI, (1957) asesuee

D 24,o 1 and A(1)

On the other hard almost any cosmology ocnnects the redahift

as follows wit1 the tine-dependent r R of the uiverseoo

_ A (11)

where- is the commie t•Q This shall here be expressed

as in (6) by its Dresent value to , the reciprocal

hU-DBLE-paranster t

• R(tR)/7'(to) A (12)

and a measure 't of the gta .from ust

Now the simplest of all the cosmological models,

which do not contradict the present observations, is that

of rsNIPNN, Po eITTr (1932)0 T her the .aettri Is iven bty



d- &AW (10

ft() -(/the) t a) I

whero & Is a a coorinate o a dU deaori.:e

the unit'sphere. Por A(12) with A(13) It yields:

t,-t. , .henlco e t/+, r A (15)

Therefore we get from A(l1)'

U0 0Tt "4 A (16)

and inserted in A(9) wit.h A(10) this proves (29).

Por a volunge Glement d V of the occupving apaoev

and for the radial Dropaf ti±,n of light, we obtain from

dV = sV " L -t A (17)

Idi' 4(*).Lt Cos -(

a Const +V + It, .. ) id

This gives integrated

I C o.st . (z+ tv" + 1t' + -.. )

hence up to the ceoond order in I s

such that A(17) proven (11).



A (14) of IU13935 Do STffU (093) OnY othor or~ 00

MRIWAJ mde1s mllow.4 by the lmvseat ob..mtiosiu .u1y

ilhe fraebions in' A(16) aba6 A(IS) wil slghty eham.

In (29) this viould inS luenoo the taotoru and c.

in (1-1) only the lastjet.wu
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Teoxt# xu den Xbbl=g.i--n

PigU?. 12t A contrae3 region AJ a1j.x2Iv

congruent -: ?.D' 4
in diffarent pooit4-e,as

Pigure 2: One of 3Uz' pairs of circular counting

regions with its three intrinsic parameters,.

Pigure 31 *.To ooripare Vise rnutual distances D of some
ob~gots (Ta~ble 1) witL' t?ýo-ir diameters d
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